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INSTRUCTIONS
Retain these instructions for future reference

POWERSOURCEPURE
Pure Sine Wave Inverter

12V: RINVP600/RINVP1000/RINVP2000/RINVP3000
24V: RINVP1024/RINVP2024

12V: RINVPR1000/RINVPR2000
24V: RINVPR1024/RINVPR2024

RCD Models
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OVERVIEW
The Ring Pure Sine Wave (PSW) inverter provides a 230 volt supply which closely replicates the domestic 
mains supply. This makes it ideal for powering more sensitive equipment which may not be compatible with 
traditional Modified Sine Wave (MSW) inverters.
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1. CONTENTS

2. FEATURES

1.  Mains 230V AC outlet(s) 
2.  Power on/off switch
3.  Power indicator
4.  Over load indicator
5.  Over temperature indicator
6.  Remote control socket*
7.  USB Port* 
8.  Battery positive (+) 

connection

9.  Battery negative (-) 
connection

10. Earth connection
11. Cooling fan(s)
12. Hard wired 230V AC outlets
13. Test button for integral RCD

* - Only fitted on certain 
models

Modified Sine Wave (MSW) Pure Sine Wave (PSW)

Standard Features

Additional features (RCD Models only)
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3.  Battery Clamps

4.  Protective Covers2.  Connecting Cables

5.  3 x Cable Glands 
(RCD models only)

1.  Inverter
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3. SAFETY
This manual contains important information about the operation of this product. Failure to comply with the 
instructions can cause electric shock, fire or serious injury. Responsibility will not be accepted for damage to 
persons or property caused by failure to follow the operating instructions.
- Installation should be carried out by a qualified electrician
- Do not expose the unit to moisture or flammable materials
- Do not remove the unit cover, dangerous voltages are present

4. INSTALLATION
Location

This inverter is for indoor use only and should be installed in a well ventilated, cool, dry environment. 
- To prevent overheating, do not install where ventilation openings may be obstructed 
- Allow 10cm all around the inverter casing to ensure adequate ventilation 
- Do not install near fuel tanks or within battery compartments

Battery Connections

Connect the inverter to the battery using the supplied battery cables and terminals.

1. Ensure that the inverter power on/off switch is in the OFF (O) position.

2. To protect inverter terminals against short circuit, protective covers are provided. Note:- for rubber   
 versions these should be slid onto the cables prior to fixing to rear of inverter

3. Attach the black (-) cable to the black (-) terminal on the rear face of the inverter and to the black (-)  
 terminal on the battery

4. Attach the red (+) cable to the red (+) terminal on the rear face of the inverter and to the red (+)  
 terminal on the battery

5. To further protect against short circuit, it is recommended an in-line fuse (F1) be fitted near the positive  
 battery post. 

Caution

There may be sparks produced when making battery connections, ensure no flammable materials are present.

Incorrect connection of cables to the battery (reverse polarity) may damage the unit and is not covered 
by the warranty.

Single Battery System

Fig1 – Example single battery system
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Dual Battery System

For heavy duty applications a secondary battery can be fitted to increase the inverter running time. An 
additional relay may also be fitted to allow this battery to be charged from the vehicle alternator when the 
vehicle engine is running, Fig2 shows an example installation. 

Fig2 – Example dual battery system

Earth Connection

Ensure the inverter is earthed by connecting a cable from the inverter earthing bolt (10) to a suitable earth 
within the installation (normally the vehicle chassis)

Caution 
Do not operate the inverter without connecting it to ground, otherwise a fault condition may present 
an electric shock hazard.

Earth Leakage Protection

When the inverter is used to power 230V socket outlets, which are a permanent part of the installation, a 
Residual Current Device (RCD) should be fitted to provide protection in the event of a fault.
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Fig3 – Integral RCD example

Fig5 – External RCD example

Fig4 – AC terminals Fig5 – Gland fitment

Caution 
It is recommended the inverter is wired and tested by a qualified electrician 

AC Output Connections - Models with integral RCD

To make installation simpler and provide a more integrated solution, some models are provided with internal
RCD protection and screw terminal connections. Fig3 below shows an example installation

AC Output Connections - models without integral RCD

An RCD device can still be used on models without this feature integrated into the inverter. The diagram 
below shows recommended wiring for 230V sockets with an integral RCD. Note:- In order for an RCD device 
to trip effectively when used in a vehicle, the neutral output from the inverter should be linked to the 
earthing system of the installation. Fig5 below shows a recommended installation

1.  Remove 4 x screws from cover plate to allow access to terminals

2.  Knockout the required number of apertures and fit supplied cable glands
 Outer glands are suitable for up to 2.5mm2 3-core cable
 Central gland is suitable for up to 1.5mm2 3-core cable

3.  Pass cables through gland assemblies then attach to 230V output terminals (see Fig4)
 Live(L) = Brown, Neutral(N) = Blue, Earth( ) = Green/Yellow
 Note:- It is recommended the supplied fork terminals are used for a more secure connection

4.  Re-fit cover plate, fully tighten glands and check cables cannot move (see Fig5)
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Remote Control Panel (Optional)

When the inverters on/off switch will not be easily accessible, an optional remote control panel can be fitted.

1. Recess mount the control panel and fix with 2 x screws

2. Connect data plug to socket (7) on inverter

3. Ensure inverter on/off switch is set to ON(I) position

4. Set remote control panel switch to ON (I) position

5. The power indicator will illuminate green to show the inverter is operating

1.  Power on/off switch

2.  Power indicator

3.  Over load indicator

4.  Over temperature indicator

5.  Data cable & plug

5. GENERAL INFORMATION
Continuous and Surge Power
A Continuous rating is the amount of power the inverter can handle for a number of hours without 
overloading.  The Surge rating is a brief burst of power the inverter can provide to help start certain types of 
load.

Loads requiring surge power
The power rating shown on most electrical appliances is a continuous rating but some appliances require 
up to five times this power for a brief period in order to start operating.  This needs to be considered when 
rating the inverter to avoid overloading it.
When using a microwave oven it should also be noted that the electrical power required from the supply is 
around 50% higher than the actual cooking power of the microwave.

Typical surge ratings
  Typical Typical Surge
Example Appliance Rated Power  Power Required (<1 sec)
Electric Drill 500W 1000W
800W Microwave Oven 1200W 2400W
Angle Grinder 900W 2700W
Portable Air Compressor 200W 700W
Laser Printer 500W 2500W
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6. OPERATION
Switching on
1. Ensure that the inverter power on/off switch is in the OFF (0) position.
2. Plug the appliance into the AC output socket on the inverter, ensuring it does not exceed the maximum 

output power of the inverter
3. Turn the power on/off switch to the ON (I) position.
4. The Power indicator will illuminate green and mains power will be available from the AC output socket(s)

7. INDICATORS & WARNINGS
  Power
  Illuminates green to show the unit is switched on and power is available from the AC output socket(s)

  Over load
  Illuminates red if the units has been overloaded due to excessive current or a short circuit

  Over temperature
  Illuminates yellow if the unit has overheated

  Audible alarm
  An alarm sound will be heard if the unit has switched off due to a fault

Power 
Indicator

Overload
Indicator

Over
Temperature

Indicator Fault Modes Action

Green Off Off Normal Operation -

Orange Off Off Low voltage warning Check for low battery voltage.
Check cable connections are not loose.
Reduce load if possible to extend battery life.

Red Off Off Low voltage shutdown
High voltage shutdown

Switch inverter off, re-charge battery then 
switch back on. Check battery voltage is 
correct for inverter model i.e. 24volt battery > 
24volt inverter.

Red Red Off Over load
Short circuit
RCD tripped

Disconnect all loads, switch inverter off then 
back on. If overload indicator is now off:
1.  Total load exceeded inverters continuous     
    rating.
2.  Appliance startup current exceeded
    inverters surge rating.
3.  A connected appliance may have an  
    electrical fault, test appliances before 
    re-connecting

Red Off Yellow Over temperature Check for adequate ventilation around inverter
Check inverter cooling fans are working.
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8. SPECIFICATIONS
Model 600 Watt 1000 Watt 2000 Watt 3000 Watt

Continuous Power (up to 12 hours) 600W 1000W 2000W 3000W

Surge Power (up to 1 second) 1200W 2000W 4000W 6000W

Output Voltage 230V AC±10%

Output Frequency 50Hz

Output Waveform Pure Sine Wave

Input Voltage Range 12volt: 10V - 16V

24volt: 20V - 30V

Efficiency > 85%

No Load Current Draw 12volt: < 0.6amp < 1.3amp < 1.5amp < 1.5amp

24volt: - < 1.0amp < 1.0amp -

RCD tripping * - 30mA -

Low Battery Alarm 12volt: 10.5 ± 1 volt

24volt: 21.0 ± 1 volt

Low Battery Shutdown 12volt: 10.0 ± 1 volt

24volt: 20.0 ± 1 volt

Thermal protection 60± 10oC

USB Port 2amp (max) 2amp (max) - -

Dimension (L x W x H) 255 x 225 x 91 394 x 224 x 96 385 x 290 x 96 520 x 286 x 96

Weight 3.5kg 6.3kg 7.7kg 10.8kg

* - only fitted to models RINVPR1000/RINVPR1024/RINVPR2000/RINVPR2024
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